Graduate Certificate Program in Scoring for Motion Pictures and Television
2014 Catalogue

Requirements | Units | Semester | Progress Record (☑ when completed)
--- | --- | --- | ---
MUSIC THEORY AND COMPOSITION (MUCO) COURSES-30 units
MUCO 440ab  Composition for Films and Television  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 442ab  History of Film Music Scoring  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 443ab  Film Score Analysis and Preparation  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 520  Composition Forum (1 unit x 2)  1, 1  Fall & Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 522ab  Sketching and Scoring for Film and TV  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 523ab  Advanced App. of Film Music Tech  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 545  Ind. Instr. in Adv. Film Music Tech (2 x 2)  2, 2  Fall & Spring  ☑  ☑
MUCO 560ab  Music Editing for Film  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑

In addition to these required courses, you are strongly encouraged to take the following courses:

MUCO 540ab  Composing Music for Games  2, 2  a: Fall; b: Spring  ☑  ☑

*MUCO 560b is no longer a requirement and will be substituted with MUCO 540b in the Spring semester. Hence it is necessary to be enrolled in both MUCO 540a and 540b during the course of the program.

Please note that there may be other classes outside of these specific requirements that you will be strongly recommended to enroll in as part of your program.

Your advisor is:
Viet Bui
Thornton Student Affairs
213/740-4721 ph
213/740-5950 fax
vietbui@thornton.usc.edu
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